
00:20:13 Merriman Market Analyst: YES, WE HAVE MADE IT THROUGH 3/4 OF FIRST EYAR 

NOW. WHAT A NICE TRIP it has been! Thank you all. 

00:25:57 Rita Perea: Can you please provide Ulric’s contact info, please? 

00:26:26 adam childs: what if you are only using it for your own trading and not 

communicating with the outside world 

00:26:49 adam childs: sounds fun 

00:29:18 Merriman Market Analyst: ulric.aspegren@gmail.com 

00:29:58 Rita Perea: Thank you for the contact info. 

00:31:27 Merriman Market Analyst: I think that's fine Adam 

00:40:45 adam childs: Does that make it harder to trade 

00:40:57 Merriman Market Analyst: yes 

00:43:12 Martha Geiger: I can't see your quiz,  is it just me? 

00:47:52 Ibrahim Koné: That will also mach Jupiter Neptune aspect coming in Oct for a high 

(crude) 

00:50:41 Merriman Market Analyst: Right. Jupiter/Neptune = crude opil reversals. As it is an 

outer planet aspect, sometimes n 

00:50:53 Merriman Market Analyst: it takes 1-3 weeks 

00:55:19 Barbara Bernales: Would Jupiter's reentering Pisces have an impact on crude 

00:55:28 Pouyan Zolfagharnia: Neptune retro 

00:55:35 Barbara Bernales: In December 

00:57:40 Merriman Market Analyst: Impact on Crude... yes, it could, with an orb or 1-2 

weeks 

01:15:08 Danica Cordell-Reeh: What is MAC D 

01:15:45 Eleonore Charrez: MACD is Moving average convergence divergence 

01:16:33 Eleonore Charrez: i't's 2 Moving averages, eg 50 and 200 days for the longer term , 

investment 

01:17:43 Ali Alvarado Atias: It is useful to understand the formula behind the Oscillator, 

most of them are limited to a value of 100, which causes extreme readings in markets that are 

Expading/Contracting 

01:19:24 adam childs: It is good to stay alive though protect the capital 

01:20:04 adam childs: talking about closing out a buy trade on the low 

01:21:13 mj w: what is the faster period for the stochastic? 



01:21:24 adam childs: I am trying to say know shame in reducing risk 

01:21:37 Merriman Market Analyst: right Adsam 

01:22:03 Merriman Market Analyst: MJ, I like to use the 3 day moving average and 15 day 

moving aveage with slow stochastics for dailies 

01:22:13 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Could you show how the difference looks in the exponential 

01:22:48 mj w: thank you 

01:25:29 mj w: How do create the color coded geocosmic calendar graph? Is that in FAR GT or 

solar fire? 

01:26:17 mj w: thanks 

01:30:15 Abhishek Singh: Double Divergence 

01:44:26 Merriman Market Analyst: They work best when they overlap. Otherwise, CRDs are 

more important for [position trading. Solar/Lunar are useful for 1 day to 1 week trading IF they coincide 

with an isolated low  or high per the books with instructions on the matter. And we will discuss that in 

great length in Course 4. 

01:44:57 huifang boo: Thank you 

01:49:35 Barbara Bernales: what is the source of the 54 year cycle? how was that 

determined? 

01:56:17 Rita Perea: Pouyan, what was the name of the “Solutions” software, please? 

01:56:37 Maya Bothe: Timing solutions 

01:56:38 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Timing solutions 

01:58:10 Rita Perea: Thank you Maya and Danica. 

02:01:39 Danica Cordell-Reeh: What is a bearish Wolfe wave 

02:04:59 Martha Geiger: I might have missed it, but have we had a similar presentation on the 

NASDAQ? 

02:05:09 Merriman Market Analyst: no we have not 

02:05:12 Merriman Market Analyst: 54-year cycle was determined by the charts ging back to 

the late 1870's in the German stock market 

02:14:58 Ali Alvarado Atias: Excellent Presentation Maya and Puyan!! Congrats 

02:14:58 Mathieu Kaiser: many thanks, Maya and Pouyan 

02:15:01 adam childs: thank you that was amazing research 

02:15:07 mj w: Awesome! Thank you1 

02:15:12 Eleonore Charrez: Maya and Pouyan : Exceptional presentation ! many thanks ! 



02:15:31 huifang boo: Amazing presentation. Thanks for sharing your findings! 

02:15:53 Rita Perea: Fabulous presentation! Thank you Maya and Pouyan! 

02:16:21 Dian Brown: Fascinating presentation Maya and Pouyan. Thank you!! 

02:17:33 din Uppal: Excellent presentation! 

02:17:49 Ibrahim Koné: Nice very interesting study I also did a study on the DAX but not using 

such long data and find similar result. Specially Saturn aspect to Pluto, Neptune and Uranus in Gemini - 

thank you great work 

02:17:51 Martha Geiger: Awesome presentation, and an interesting approach to looking ahead 

02:18:11 Danica Cordell-Reeh: Amazing. Appreciated the history 

02:18:24 Rita Perea: Thank you, Ray and Gianni, for building such a great community! 

02:21:35 mj w: Does anyone happen to know the symbol for Euro futures in MetaStock? Thanks 

02:22:24 Vincent Wang: EDA? 

02:23:07 mj w: thank you 

02:23:50 Vincent Wang: Eurodollar future ? Maybe I am wrong 

02:26:18 adam childs: thank you it has been awesome 

02:26:39 Rita Perea: Great class today!  Thank you! 

02:28:19 adam childs: I sometimes do weekly hand charts so is a picture ok for the cycle 

labelling or do I need to do it on metastock or something similar 

02:28:26 Vincent Wang: I am readying for entry into uso 

02:28:30 Ibrahim Koné: You used to have a shorter cycle for BTC does it mean that we could be 

running a study an observing half cycle rather then full cycle if we have shorter data? 

02:28:37 din Uppal: What stage are we at the moment in the new Bitcoin Cycle 

02:29:43 din Uppal: Thank you Ray 

02:30:00 din Uppal: And Gianni 

02:31:14 Mathieu Kaiser: What's your take on silver now? Is the primary Bottom in, or are we still 

finishing the cycle? 

02:32:51 Ibrahim Koné: Could you please show a exemple of a C/S value calculation when you 

have both CTB and ETB if not today during Tuesday office hours session I getting confused on the total 

column when there is both 

02:33:07 Rita Perea: Do you know the Etherium daily symbol in Metastock? Thank you. 

02:33:18 Mathieu Kaiser: thanks a lot, Ray 



02:33:18 mj w: We discussed characteristics of natal charts for traders, but what themes do you 

see in charts for astrologers? 

02:34:20 Ibrahim Koné: You used to have a shorter cycle for BTC does it mean that we could be 

running a study an observing half cycle rather than full cycle if we have shorter data? 

02:34:35 Ibrahim Koné: Could you please show a exemple of a C/S value calculation when you 

have both CTB and ETB if not today during Tuesday office hours session I getting confused on the total 

column when there is both 

02:35:47 Merriman Market Analyst: eth= 

02:36:04 Rita Perea: Thank you! 

02:36:47 mj w: Pouyan and Maya had a great slide today. 

02:37:08 huifang boo: Would it be possible to go thru the calculation of the percentages in the 

table of pg 11 of the workbook? 

02:37:16 huifang boo: During the office hours 

02:37:17 adam childs: I was just asking about the research project. For the cycle labelling part 

is a picture of a hand chart good enough 

02:38:00 huifang boo: The same table in the email I sent 

02:39:18 huifang boo: Thank you 

02:39:18 adam childs: Thank you :-) 

02:39:20 Eleonore Charrez: many thanks !!! 

02:39:21 Mathieu Kaiser: thank you all ! 

02:39:23 Ali Alvarado Atias: TY! 


